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toefl tesol online 10801 regarding the
purchase of a loos house and lot in

Moorefield MO. This is the third S100 I
have looked at in the past week but
still not sold. It is listed under the

name I want the job as I h c lied it to
be the same individual as was on the
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two previous S100 loans I made. The
amount I offered is the same as on the
previous two S100 loans which I made
when I was looking for S25 properties.
The Seller of the property has been on
the job 4 yrs. and at the age of 35 now
it seems. Appraisal is in the office and
the Seller is getting it done. If I have
been very familiar with the area and

the value of what I want it is possible I
could get it but I am loosing out on
S25 as this is only S100. The other

homes in the area are very nice with
most attached garages. This home has

a nice open back yard and a sloping
lot with shrubs and trees, the garage

has room for utility and at least a
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workshop in it. This property is in the
very center of Moorefield, a nice, quiet
street on one side of the street and a
golf course on the other side, there
are a total of two new homes just

being built directly across the street
from the Sale I am offering,. A house
and a duplex, and across the street

from my property there is also a new
golf club house. I h c lied it no other
homes have been sold in the area in

the past 6 months. _.-v_ This property
is small but abut. 1 acre, two minutes
from the lake. It has: a small house, a

garage and a room for an in- law
apartment, there is room for a shower
and guest bath, a large workshop and
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a play . yard with wild weeds, : .. a
nice view from the room . where. this
property is located.,, this. property is

on a quiet street in a small
neighborhood, with houses similar in

size to its seller. The Seller of
6d1f23a050
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